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               OUR PRODUCTION COMMERICIAL DID AMAZING 

 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 



 

          SUMMARY OF YOUR SUCCESS 

 Primary Aim Content Creation Agency created The Original Sauce Company 

instagram from scratch, we strategized every post/content/instagram 

name/commericial/page look and layout. (INSTAGRAM IS THE #1 SOCIAL 

MEDIA PLATFORM) 

 With 6 days of starting up and taking over The Original Sauce Company 

social media page, you gained 144 followers. 

 The Original Sauce Company commercial video has 400 views to date and 

over 302 shares in 7 days. This is the biggest amount of shares any small 

business has seen locally in a short time span of 10 hours. This tells you how 

many times your post is sent to someone in a direct message. Shares and 

Saves of your post translate to sales.  

 @dcoriginalsauceco page has 23 website taps in 6 days. This means people 

seen your instagram profile and clicked your website to get more 

information on your company or to consider buying your product. 

 5,629 Impressions in 7 days. This means the number of times your content 

has been seen, impressions are the total number of times your content 

could have been seen by instagram users. 

 521 Content Interactions in 6 days. Interactions includes how many people 

have visited your profile, how many have clicked on the link in your bio, and 

how many have asked for directions to your business. 

 Influencer post featuring Chaka Khan has 2,434 views to date and reached 

2,450 instagram accounts. AMAZING 

 Your overall content of your social media page is in competition with your 

national and local competitors. 

 

 

Overall your trial period was a major success based on the statistics, and 

your instagram profile is on track to gaining popularity quickly. PRACCA 

believes The Original Sauce Company will be the #1 sauce in the country 

working with us long term. We believe your company will need a social 

media manager, content creator, production for future commercials &ads, 

and campaign social media marketing to boost product sales.  

                  



 A successful marketing campaign begins and ends with a tactful strategy. 

 We believe the same is true for social media. Our team is dedicated to creating and executing 

unique strategies for your brand. We know that social media gives brands the power to reach 

their ideal audiences through granular targeting, relevant content, and meaningful 

conversation. However, reaching social media’s full potential can be tricky. With so many 

ever-changing platforms, performing the day-to-day online operations can become a grueling 

task. Primary Aim Content Creation Agency is committed to remaining a step ahead of online 

trends and keeping your brand at the forefront of the social media world. 

 

 


